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For the Hermite (osculatory) polynomial interpolation of a function on the 
interval [a, h] we obtain error estimates in L,[u, b J norm in terms of its (n + 1)st 
order derivative in L,[a, h] norm. The established results are better/best possible 
compared to those known in the literature. ’ 1991 Acadcmlc Pm,. Inc 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Let XE CO’+ “[a, b], na 1, -xcaabbx, be given and let P,(t) be 
the interpolating polynomial of degree n which agrees with x(r) and its first 
k,>,O derivatives at t,, i.e., 
.x”)( 1,) = P’j)( I .). ,I I> 
O<j<k,,Odi<r(>l), i k,+(r+l)=n+l, 
(1.1) 
where a=f,<f,< . . . <f,= h. Let e(r)=x(r)- P,(r) be the associated 
error. In interpolation theory “everyone” knows that the error e(r) can be 
represented as [3] 
r(f)= (.hR(f,.~)e’“+“(S)ds=jbR(f,S)X”“”(.s)d.~, 
** - t, 
(1.2) 
where g(r, S) is the Green’s function of the boundary value problem 
.p+ “(f)ZO 
x(“( 1,) = 0; O<j<k,,O<i<r. 
(1.3) 
Let /A and v be conjugate exponents and 1 < p < S, then on using Holder’s 
inequality ( 1.2) gives 
le(t)( < I” (g(r, .s)l” d.y)“” (I* IX’” + “(.s)l’ds) 
I,, 
a (1 
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which is for p 2 1 same as 
and hence it follows that 
Since the Green’s function g(t, s) is continuous on [a, b] x [a, b], (1.4) 
implies that for all extended real numbers p and v not less than 1 it is 
always possible to find finite constants C such that I/e/(, < C J[x(“+ lJl(V. 
Brink [9 3 has used Krein-Milman theorem of extremal points to compute 
“sort of” best possible constants C. It is interesting to note that the equality 
established in [ 1 ] 
i : lg(Ml h= WV 
where 
W”(t)= fi (l-fi)ki+’ WI 
1x0 
and a remarkable inequality due to Beesack [S J (also see Nehari [ 16) for 
a short proof for r = n), 
lg(r, .y)l G n! (;-a) J”Jr’l (1.7) 
can be used in (1.4), to obtain 
1 
(I b 
‘ip 
= (n! (b - a))“” ((n + l)!)“P 
b,V)lp dr ” > lb 
‘n+“l(y. (1.8) 
Although. inequality (1.8) suffers from the facts that (i) inequality (1.7) is 
not always the best possible, (ii) it requires the splitting of Ji Ig(t, s)l” ds so 
that (1.5) as we11 as (1.7) can be used, and that (iii) it contains the term 
11: lo,,(r)lP dt which is unwieldy, it is possible to use it to cover several cases 
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of frequent occurrence which are not “highly pathological.” In conclusion 
we get better error bounds compared to what is known in the literature, 
further some of our results are the best possible. Finally, we shall show that 
the inequalities obtained here, although motivated by the polynomial inter- 
polation theory, are also of immense value in the study of boundary value 
problems for ordinary differential equations. 
2. SOME BASIC LEMMAS 
LEMMA 2. I. For alI positive integers n the fMowinl: inequality holds 
(2.1 1 
Prooj: Since (1/2)(n/2)” < (n/2)” + ’ 1s obvious, we need to prove only 
(2.2) 
In (2.2) equality holds for n = 1 and 2, and if it is true for n = k > 2, we find 
that 
0 
(k+l)l k ’ ; ‘+-- 01 - 2 22 
(k + 1 )! 
>- 
4 
LEMMA 2.2. For all positive integers n the following equality holds 
1 
i-k+- 
i+2 
k-i-1 
n-i+1 
(2.3) 
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Prooj Since, for 0 < k < i - 1 
i-k+ 
1 1 
--<ii+ I -k-- 
i+2 n+l 
we have 
1 
i-k+- 
iS2 
1 
i+l-k-- 
n+l 
(2.4) 
Further, since for i + 2 <k 6 n 
k-i- 
1 I 
-<k-- 
n-i+1 n+l 
it follows that 
n 
*( 
k-i- ’ 
k=i+Z 
;;--;T?)“kj?+2(k-&). (2s) 
From (2.4) and (2.5), equality (for i=O) (2.3) follows. 
3. THE CASE OF EQUIDISTANT POINTS (p = CO) 
We assume that r = n, ti+ , - ri=h=(b-a)/n, O<i,<n, so that 
w,(r) = fi (t - 1, - ih). 
1=0 
Next, we define r by the relation T = (r - z,)/h, to obtain 
O,(f) = O,(to + hT) = 
and hence 
max lo,(r)[ = (‘in?: ’ oma:n fi I(r - i)[. 
rrCl<b . . r=O 
(3.1) 
To find the value of max,,,,, nl=, I (T - i)l we note that the function 
c$JT) = n;= o(~ - i) defined on [0, n] is even or odd relative to the point 
r = n/2 according as n is odd or even. Further, since ~,15”(t + 1) = ((T + 1 )/ 
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(t-n))#,(r), the value of O,,(T) in the interval [i,i+l], l<i<n-I, is 
obtained from the corresponding value of 4,,(r) in the interval [i - 1, i] 
by multiplying it by (r + l)/(r -n). Since I(t + l)/(r - n)l 6 1, 
T E [0, (n - 1)/2] the extreme value of q5,(~) will diminish in absolute value 
as long as r E [0, n/2], and then will increase by symmetry. Thus, it follows 
thatmax,.,,,,l~,(r)l=max,.,.,~~:=,(i--). 
In the interval [0, 11, we detine t,b,,(r) = T n:,= ,(i- r), so that 
(3.2) 
Let T,E (0, 1) be the unique zero of I++:(T), and r,*, t,** be any pair 
of points in (0, 1) such that l/t,* -x;=, l/(i- r,t) 2 0, and l/r,** - 
C”=, l/(i - TX*) < 0. Then, from (3.2) it obviously follows that r,* 6 
?“I< r,**. 
Since for i>,2, -l/(i-T)>, -1/(2-r) we have 
~-,~,~Bf-~-~=(n+‘)T2-(n+4)T+2. 
T(l-?)(2-T) 
Thus, for TX we can take 
T*=(n+4)-,/n2+8 
n 
2(n+l) 
Similarly, since 
-- ; ,g, &<~/&!&(n+ 1)r2-3nr+n 
T(1 -T)(2-T) 
for rf * we can take 
Tt+-3n-J5ZG 
” - 
2(n+ 1) ’ 
Finally, since 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
<T,**(l -T,") n (i-s,‘) 
t-2 
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from (1.8), (3.1), (3.3), and (3.4) it follows that 
(b-a) 
n + I - I/r 
It4 co G 
. ( 
3n-JGzz 
g+ ‘(,l)‘1, ((n + ,)I)‘!lr 2(n+ 1) > 
x ,-3n-J5n2-4n 
( 2(n + 1) > 
xi i- 
( 
(n++Jn2+8 (,x(“+Il(I 
2(n + I ) 1 
V* (3.5) 
i=2 
Remark 3.1. Since rX* < l/2 and TX > l/(n + 1 ), a simple but crude 
estimate from (3.5) immediately follows 
rP+ ‘(n!)“” ((n + l)!)‘:” 
(3.6) (b - a) 
n + 1 - Iit, 
For v= CC, estimate (3.6) is the same as 
Ilellm<n”,~‘;;;,~ fi (i-h) llx’n+“llr (3.7) 
. I2 
which is obviously better than the known [21] error bound 
II4 a < 4nn + , (b-a),+’ X(n+l))l (n+l)‘I r’ (3.8) 
Further, from Lemma 2.1 it is obvious that (3.8) is better than 
n+l 
Ilell, < (b-u) 2”+‘(n+ l)! IIX 
(Of lqlw (3.9) 
which is easily obtained by using the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality, 
e.g., see [ 173. 
Remark 3.2. From the relation #,,+ ,(T) = (7 -n - 1) ~#,,(t), we have 
4, ,(T,) = dn(rn) > 0, i.e., (7”) is a decreasing sequence, and obviously 
from (3.2), T,, + 0. The lower estimate r,’ of r,, in (3.3) also decreases 
monotonically to 0 as it should; however, the upper estimate T,** of r, in 
(3.4) decreases monotonically to only (3 - &)/2. For large values of n, we 
can use the following well known inequality 
log(n + 1) < i I 
i=l ’ 
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so that 
Thus, for large values of n (say 2 l4), we can choose 
1 
r**=-- 
” log n 
Finally, we can combine (3.4) and (3.10), to get 
r**=min 
3n-Jm 1 
n 2(n + 1) ‘logn 
(3.10) 
Remark 3.3. For v = cc the estimate (3.5) is the best possible for n = 1 
and 2, and for n > 3 it compares favourably with the best possible result 
obtained over the machine. 
4. THE CASE OF SIMPLE POINTS (p = cc ) 
We assume that r = n, but no condition on the distribution of the points 
t,‘s, except that a = r, -C I, < . . . <I,, = h. We begin with the observation 
that 
max Iw,(r)l = max max d,.,(~h (4.1) 
oCt<h 0 $ IS ,I I I, 52 I c I, _, 
where 
4i.ntf)= fi (l--lk) i (fk-r). 
k=O k=it I 
Since, in the interval [I!, ti + ,] 
Lz(~)=4i.“(~) k*“+&-k=li, A] [ !. (4.2) 
if I,.,E (I,, r,+ ,) is the uniq ue zero of #:,,(I), then as in Section 3 it sutlkes 
to find any pair of points r,f”, fT,,* in (l,, I, + ,) such that 
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and 
For all k>i+l, we have lk-~>fi+,-r, and hence 
f,&&-i+, $&~ 
= ,+,+(n-i)t,-(n-i+l)r 1. 
(t - l;Nl;+ I - 1) . 
Thus, for tTn we can take 
en= 
li+ 1 + (n - i) ti 
(n-i+*) . 
Similarly, since for all k < i, t - tk > I - r, and hence 
&go&&-&;+, &fe+-& 
=(i+I)ti+,+l,-(i+2)t 
(t--tiNti+,--I) . 
Thus, for riTn* we can take 
tF*-(i+l)ri+l+r, 
r.n - (i+2) ’ 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
Further, since max,,G,G,,+,(t-li)(fi+, -r)<(l/4)(fi+, -Ii)*, it follows 
that 
i-l 
max 
I,=sI<f,-I - li)’ JJ Cri:,* k=O k=i+2 
If 6=max O<i<n-- l(li+ I - li), then for 0 d k < i - 1 we find that 
(I,f,‘--lk)=(i+l)(fi+~tl;j+(fi--fk) 
I 
G(i+l)(i+1-k)+(i-k)5 
(i-t 2) 
=(i-k+&)6 (4.6) 
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and, similarly for i + 2 d k <n 
(lk _ ,* ) = (n - i)([k - 1,) + (fk - I,+ I) 
,.?I (n-i+ 1) 
< (n - i)(k - i) + (k - i - 1) 6 
. (n-i+ 1) 
Use (4.6) and (4.7) in (4.5) to obtain 
Now an application of Lemma 2.2 and (4.1) gives 
max lo,,(t)l<~ i k- 
a<r.stl ,=I( h)“..” 
(4.7 1 
(4.8) 
Finally, using (4.8) in (1.8) it follows that 
1 1 ,I 1 
- 
“e”x <(n! (h-a))““((?Z+ l)!)‘“Gkr., k-,+ l ni > 
6”’ ’ (1x(“+ “II”, (4.9) 
where 6=maxo,,....,(r,+,-1,). 
Remark 4.1. If 6 = (b - a)/n, i.e., the case of equidistant points, then 
(4.9) reduces to (3.6). 
Remark 4.2. In [lo], using the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality, 
the following estimate was obtained 
(4.10) 
Since (l/4) IjE = z(k - l/(n + 1)) < n!/4 (with equality only for n = I), 
estimate (4.8) is better than (4.10) follows from Lemma 2.1. 
5. THE CASE OF MULTIPLE POINTS (p = x ) 
To consider the general case we assume that r = min(k,, k,}, fl= 
min1c,4r- ,{k,), Y= min{a, /?I, and 6=maxoGi,, I(f,+, -1,). As in 
Section 4, we begin with 
max Iw,(f)l = max max d,..(l), (5.1 1 u<r<b O$r<r I r, c r < r, _ , 
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4,.,(0 = ir (* -*,lk’+ ’ ,=G ,(*,- ok’+ ’ 
I=0 
Since in the interval [li, ti+ ,] 
~i.,(()~((-(o)“-‘-(/‘+‘~(~--l) ,fi, (f-f,)fl+’ ‘lj’ (f,-fy+’ (fr-f)=+’ 
/=i+ I 
= g,,,(o~ if f - f. 2 f, - f 
h(f-f,)*+‘,fi, (f-f,)~+‘,;$f,-OY-‘(f,-fy.fl+‘)i. I) 
= hi.r(Ov if f, - f 2 f - f, 
from (5.1) it follows that 
max lo,(f)j G max g,.r(O, 
if 
max 
f - r,a f,-- f 
u<rsh O<icr-l t,<tg~,+l hi,,(*), if f, - f 2 f - I,. 
(5.2) 
Once again, in the interval [t,, t,+ ,I, if t - (,a r,- r then 
gL(*) = ‘Yi.,(O L n-a-(/?+ l)(r- I) f-20 +ip+l ,=, t--l/ 
’ /I+1 rx+l 
-,:F,, r,-l-l-l=eJ*‘] r 
and hence, if f,,, E (li. ri+ ,) is the unique zero of gl,,( 0, then as in Sections 3 
and 4 it sutlices to find any pair of points tj+,, t,T,* in (r,, ti+,) such that 
~,A*~,) > 0 and Oi.,(fTF) ,< 0. 
Since j? > y and n-o! - (/I + t )(r - 1) > y + 1, it follows that 
‘r+l (r---l)(j?+l)+Q+I 
oi.r(O~l_l- 
I *i+l-( 
and hence for tTr we can take 
1* =f + 
Y+l 
1.r I (r-i- 1)(/l+ l)+y-t 1 +a+ 1 (fi+l -(,). (5.3) 
Similarly, we find that 
er,r(o G 
n-x-(/3+ l)(r- l)+i(P+ 1) Y+l -~ 
t--li (i+l-* 
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and hence for r$* we can choose 
t**=t y+l 1. I ‘+‘-n-r-(j?+l)(r-1)+i(p+1)+;l+l (t ,+ I -t,i (5.4) 
If 0 < I < i, then from the inequality n - tl - (/I + 1 )(r - 1) + i(p + 1) + 
y + 1 <n + 1 - r + 7 and (5.4) it follows that 
ctlfr* - t,)< i-l+ l- 
( 
y+l 
n+l-z+y > 
6 (5.5) 
also, if i+ I <I < r, then from the inequality (r - i- 1 )(fl+ 1) + y + 1 + 
CX+ 1 <n+ I -r+y and (5.3) we find that 
(t,-fF,)G I4+;;& ( > (5. (5.6) 
Now from (5.5) and (5.6) it is easy to obtain 
max 
O<iCr I 
[ j j  ct:: - 1,) rri (r,- C)] 
/- 1 I-r+1 
I 
d max 
n( 
I- 
y+l 
O<i<r- I ,=, > ( 
‘n’ 
n+ 1 -r+y ,;,&, 
/- 7+ 1 6,. , 
n+l-r+y > 
r- I 
= 
n( 
I- 
y+l 
> 
6’ I, 
/= I n+l-z+;! 
(5.7) 
We also need the equality 
max (r - fo)“- x-(B+l)(r-ll(l,-[)I- I 
!,l s r s I, 
(n+l -(p+l)(r-l))(n* I -(/J+‘N--‘I) 
x(h-u) 
(n-1 I -(/J+l)(r-lbl 
Finally, from (5.7) (5.8), and the inequality 
max max gi.rtr) 
O<r<r-I r,<r<r,., 
(5.8) 
(5.9) 
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where 
an, r, a, P, 7) = 
(n-r-(p+l)(r-l))(n -+(P+lJ(r IH(,,+1)‘a+” 
(n+l-(p+l)(r-l))(“+‘- (P+IJ(r--1)) 
x’rf I- 
( 
)J+l 
> 
v+ 1) 
/= I n+l-a+y 
x (b-u) (n+ 1 -(P+ IN- 1)) p?+ IN- 1) 
A similar analysis for the case t - lo < t, - t also gives 
O~i~r-, ,,,yy h,.,(t)~C(n,r,a,B,v). max 
. ,.I 
Thus, from (5.2), (5.9), and (5.11) it follows that 
max Iw,(t)l < C(4 r, a, 8,~). 
O<l<h 
Using (5.11) in (1.8) it follows that 
1 
“e”z <(n! (b-a))“‘((n+ l)!)“” W, r, a, 8, ;I) W+ ‘)lly, 
Remark 5.1. If r= I. then (5.12) reduces to 
II4 3c d 
(n-@(“-“)(a+ l)Cz+‘) 
(n!)“‘((n+ l)!)‘/” (n+ l)(n+” (b-0) 
n + 1 liv IIx(” + I )I( ” 
(5.10) 
(5.11) 
(5.12) 
(5.13) 
(5.14) 
which is obviously the best possible for v = x (equality holds for the 
functions x,(t)=(l--a)“-‘(b-1)“” and x*(t)=(t-~)~+‘(b-r)“-“), 
and same or better than obtained or can be directly deduced from the 
earlier work in [6-8, 11, 12, 14, 18, 203. 
Remark 5.2. Estimate (5.14) is in fact true for all 1 <r < n. For this, it 
suffices to note that 
and 
gi.,(t) d (l- tO)n-Z (I,- 1)‘+’ (5.15) 
h,.,(r)<(t-r,)“” (1,-l)“-“. (5.16) 
However, (5.13) and (5.14) are noncomparable. For example, if n = 3, 
r=2, a=O, B=l, y=O, and v=co, then (5.13) reduces to 
((e(l 3 GA (b - UJ2 d2 llX~4’ll Q‘ (5.17) 
whereas (5.14) gives 
llell, <& (b - a)” )lx’4)l( ~. (5.18) 
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Thus, if 6 < (,&2)(b-a) then (5.17) is better than (5.18), otherwise (5.18) 
is better than (5.17). 
Remark 5.3. If r = n, then obviously a = fi = y = 0 and (5.13) reduces to 
II4 x G (n! (~-a))‘;!.((n+,)!)l.l.yg (I-&) I I 
x (k~-a)~6” ’ ~Jx”‘+“~‘~. (5.19) 
A comparison between (4.9) and (5.19) shows that if 6 < ,/rt/(n’ + n - 1) 
(h-a) then (4.9) is better than (5.19), otherwise (5.19) is better than (4.9). 
6. THE CASE OF GENERAL~Z 1 
Since (St ~O,(l)~P)‘~ppmax.,,~, lo,,(l)l (h-a)“P, from (1.8) it follows 
that if we multiply the right side of each of the inequalities (3.5), (4.9), and 
(5.13) by (b - a)‘!P then the left side in each of the resulting inequalities is 
replaced by Ilel],,; i.e., the error estimates for the cases considered in Sec- 
tions 3-5 for the general p >, 1 are readily available. However, here we shall 
obtain another estimate which is best possible in certain particular cases. 
For this, from the analysis in Section 5, we note that 
b,,(f )I G 
(f -a)“-l (b-I)‘+‘, if I-aah-f 
(f-u),+’ (h-f)“-“, if f-a<h--f. 
(6.1) 
Thus, it follows that 
> 
‘SF 
P(U +hl;2 
< (1 
(f-u)P’z*“(h-f)P(” “& 
-II 
rh I:p 
+ 
!  
(f-a)P’” z’(h-f)P(“+‘)dt 
,u + h);2 > 
=(h-a)“+‘+‘!P fP(z + “( 1 _ f)P’” 1’ df 
I 
> 
‘P 
+ fP(“-x)(1 -f)Pb+‘)& 
I.‘2 
=(hea)“’ ‘+‘!P 
W,,,(p(r+ I)+ 1, p(n--a)+ l))‘/P, (6.2 1 
where B,:, is the incomplete Gamma function (see [ 131). 
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Using (6.2) in (1.8) to obtain 
l!e!l p G 
1 
(b-0) n + I + l/p - l/v (n!)“’ (()I + ,)!)I”’ 
x @B,,,(p(a + 1) + 1, p(n - a) + 1 ))“P [1x(“’ ‘)llr. (6.3) 
Remark 6.1. If r = 1, then {w,(r)\ = (r--~)~~+’ (b- t)k’+‘. Thus, in this 
case from the equality 
~bJWn(f)lPdr= ~h(t-a)~(lrg+‘l(b-r)P(k.C”dt 
0 
=;;I-,p+ II+1 @Ako + 1) + 1, Ak, + 1) + 1) 
and (1.8) we obtain 
Il4, G 
1 n+1+vp-l:v 
(rz!)“” ((n-t l)!)“P (b-a) 
~B”~(p(k,,+ I)+ I, p(k,+ I)+- 1) jix(n+l)j/v. (6.4) 
Unfortunately, in general for r = 1, (6.3) does not reduce to (6.4). In fact 
for v = co, (6.4) is best possible. Further, for p = 1, v = cc it reduces to 
llell,=~b le(~)l drd cn+ 1J, cn+2J, 
tko+ 1)!(k,+1)!(b-a)“+2 ,IX(“+l)ll 
r 
(65) 
a 
which is also obtained earlier in [2]. 
Remark 6.2. For n = 2m - 1, a = m - I (r is necessarily 1 ), p = 1, and 
v= cc both the inequalities (6.4) and (6.5) reduce to 
5 ’ le(t)l dt < 
(m!)’ 
(2m)! (2m+ l)! (b-a) 
2177 + 1 IIXf2mlll 7c (6.6) ” 
which is sharper than Anon’s problem [S], and includes Zaidman’s 
problem [22] for m = 1. For several other related results the reader is 
referred to [ 15, 191. 
7. APPLICATIONS 
Consider the ordinary differential equation 
x(“+‘)+f(t,x,x’, . . . . x’“‘)=O, (7.1) 
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where .f is continuous on [a, h] x R” + I and satisfies 
If(1. x, x’, . . . . X’n’)l 6 h(t) I.Y(, (7.2) 
where h(r) is a nonnegative continuous function with h(r) $0 on [a, h]. 
(The hypothesis (7.2) is the same as that of Beesack-see (3.2) in [S].) 
Suppose that (7.1) has a nontrivial solution x( 1) satisfying the boundary 
conditions (1.3). Then, from (7.2) it follows that 
The above inequality for v > 1 implies that 
and hence 
IL-Y ‘n+l’llv< llhllv II.4 , (7.3) 
Since the solution x(t) satisfies the boundary conditions (1.3), P,(r) ~0, 
and therefore e(t) =.x(r). Thus, depending on the nature of the multi- 
plicities ki and the distribution of the points f,, 0~ i<r, in (1.3), we can 
estimate the right side of (7.3) by using the inequalities (3.5) (4.9), (5.13) 
or (5.14) (see Remark 5.2), to obtain an inequality of the form (IX”‘+ ‘))I, < 
c Ilhll,. I(x”‘+ ” II ,, However, IJ.x”’ + ” (( ,, # 0, since otherwise x(t) would 
coincide on [a, b] with a polynomial of degree m < n + 1 and will not have 
n + 1 zeros. Hence, it follows that I < C llhll~. In particular, for v = I an 
application of the inequality (5.14) leads to 
1 <(n-*)‘“-“(a+ l)“+‘)(h-a)” h 
(n + 1)” 5 (n+l)! ,, 
h(r) dt. (7.4) 
The inequality (7.4) is thus a necessary condition for the existence of a 
solution of the boundary value problem (7.1). (1.3). 
Remark 7.1. Since (n - t)‘rr-‘) (t + 1)” + ‘) where 0 Q t < x is a decreas- 
ing function of t, we find that (n -a)‘” ” (x + 1)” + ” < n”, with equality 
only if z = 0. Thus, inequality (7.4) is an improvement over (3.6) (in [ 51 
his n is our n + 1) if a # 0, and reduces to the same if z = 0. 
Remark 7.2. Asin [5], wetakef= -x”‘+“x ‘(t)xin (7.l)andh(z)= 
IX ‘n-I llx l(l)1 in (7.2) and obtain from (7.4) the following extension of the 
Liapounoff oscillation criterion: If so’+ “( 1) and X” + “.Y ‘(1) are con- 
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tinuous on [a, 61 and x(r) has n + I zeros (counting multiplicity) including 
a and h on [a, b], then 
Inequality (7.5) is sharper than (3.10) in [S] if a#0 and reduces to the 
same for a = 0. For n = 2m - 1, a = m - 1 inequality (7.5) becomes 
(7.6) 
which is the same as (3.12) in [S]. It is interesting to note that (3.10) in 
[S] does not reduce to his (3.12) whereas our (7.5) does. 
Remark 7.3. In case v = cc, strict inequality in (7.3) does not 
necessarily hold. However, since x(r) is also a solution of the integral 
equation 
from (7.2) it follows that 
Ix(Ol ~j” lg(f, s)l 4s) Ix(s)l ds. 
a 
Thus, on identifying t with a point where Ix(t)1 attains its maximum, we 
have 
1 <j-* Ig(f, s)l NJ) ds< IWII, j” Id& s)l ds. a ” 
On using (1.5) in the above inequality leads to 
Once again depending on the nature of the multiplicities ki and the dis- 
tribution of the points f,, O<i< r, the estimates obtained in Sections 3-5 
on [w,(r)] can be employed in (7.7) to obtain a necessary condition for the 
existence of a solution of (7.1), (1.3). For example, in case ki = 0, i.e., r = n 
we can use (4.8) in (7.7) to get 
(7.8) 
This inequality is better than (4.5) (in [lo] their n is our n + 1) for all n > 1 
follows from Remark 4.2. 
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